jabra sp5050 pairing mode

Set the phone to “discover” the speakerphone. 4. Press “Yes” on the phone and confirm with
PIN code = (4 zeros). 2. The Jabra SP will auto- matically enter pairing mode. cally enter
pairing mode the first time you turn it on. 2. Set your Bluetooth phone to'discover' the Jabra SP
Follow your phone's instruction guide.

4. In case of unsuccessful pairing, repeat steps 1 to 3. you can manually put your Jabra SP into
pairing mode, if you want to pair with a new phone. Make sure the Speakerphone is off.These
step-by-step instructions will help you pair your Jabra device with your smartphone using
Bluetooth. Simply select your Jabra device and you are on your.Put the Speakerphone in
pairing mode. - When you turn on your Jabra SP for the first time, the speakerphone will
automatically start up on pairing mode – i.e. it is discoverable by your phone. Set your
Bluetooth phone to 'discover' the Jabra SP Your phone will find the Jabra SPcally enter pairing
mode the first time you turn it on. 2. Set your Bluetooth phone to 'discover' the Jabra SP
follow your phone's instruction guide.The LED light will blink rapidly when it is in pairing
mode. From the phone, choose "Add Device" and select "Jabra SP" You will be.I tried your
suggestion - got the 3GS to forget the Jabra SP - but still the headset and then put it in pairing
mode once more and try again.Audio manuals and audio service pdf instructions. Find the user
manual you need for your audio device and more at ManualsOnline.13 Aug - 57 sec Uploaded by Jabra Watch the “Hands-on with Jabra Support” tutorial video. In this video, we
will show you how to.You have to put the speaker phone into pairing mode it is meant to enter
pairing mode automatically but from what you are saying it has not.Not all models of
Bluetooth earphones are compatable with every phone. Contact Apple support to find out if
the model you have is compatible.Bluetooth Car Kits: Jabra SP Pairing Instructions · Jabra SP
Pairing Instructions; Jabra BT Jabra SP Pairing Instructions.User manual for the device Jabra
SP Online user manual database.I can't get my Jabra SP to pair with my storm. I turn bluetooth
on (on the storm), turn the jabra on and put in pairing mode, then search for.Find helpful
customer reviews and review ratings for Jabra SP Bt 1)The setup was seamless with my
Blackberry Pearl which recognized the unit quickly.Read online or download PDF • Original
mode • Page 44 / • Jabra SP User Manual • Jabra Headphones.We paired the Jabra SP with the
RIM BlackBerry Pearl pretty easily, since it automatically goes into pairing mode the first
time it powers up.
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